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Relevant academic and practical research 
Academic 
•  Shopping center satisfaction 
•  Shopping center patronage 
•  Shopping center revitalisation 
Practical 
•  Hansa, Caroli, Storgatan, Infarten, Nova, Emporia, Centrer Syd, 

C4 
•  Malmö, Landskrona, Trelleborg, Kristianstad 

 
 



Purpose of this study 

•  Established city malls as well as city centres have 
in recent years experienced increasing competition 
due to a steady increase in newer and bigger 
external centers as well as online shopping.  

•  Sales in city centers continues to decrease in 
relation to external centers. 

•  How could established city malls compete on such 
terms? 



Conceptual framework 
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Method 

•  100 telephone interviews with shopping mall 
managers in 2014-2015. 

•  Interviews lasted for 30 minutes, mix of 
fixed and open responses. 

•  Spending, effort and satisfaction with 
improvements. 

•  Asked about sales data from 2008 and 
2012 backed up by databases. 

•  Market.se customer perspective on 
shopping mall  satisfaction was added. 



Performance according to Market.se 2013 
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Investments according to management 2009-2011 
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Improvements are identical 



Impact on revenue growth/ Level of improvements 
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Managements ideals/ Level of improvements 
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Conclusions 

§  Very different conditions, but same strategies 

§  Revitalisation and improvements are needed and that it works 

§  Retail-mix and Atmosphere should always be priority 

§  Entertainment is dead 

§  Management would like to improve access but do not, instead 
they do more promotion than they believe in.  

 



How can we improve access? 



Parking 

•  Open sky 
•  Ground level 
•  Easy payment system 
•  Angle rather than pocket parking 
•  Lager space for the car 
•  Short time parking close to store (15 to 30 minutes puckering) 
•  Safe parking, perhaps close to stores, where people are 
•  Squares and school yards at weekends  



Entering Hansa Entering Mobilia 



Bike parking one hour before  Hansa opens 



Bikes should be able to be parked close to the center 



What is this? For bikes, pedestrians or cars?  


